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讀萬卷書

行萬里路

To read is to live a thousand lives.

To travel is to discover the world.
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                    About eslite hotel

                    

                    Movement builds muscles, silence feeds the soul. Leisure lets you taste the elegance of art, a graceful interior, a sincere hospitality. Eslite hotel, a storehouse of deep and wonderful memories.

                    

                

                

        


                
                

               eslite hotel was born deep within the city.

               



               The Cultural & Creative Park is home to eslite hotel.

               



               An artistic and cultural ambience 

               



            

        

    
    
                    
                        
                            eslite hotel is ...
... the first to offer a harmony of love for reading, music & art, and creative

entertainment within the lush setting of a park that exudes the unique culture of Taiwan... where you experience the timeless joy of life and the touching moments of history... where you discover world-class talent in the service industry ... the door that leads to other worlds linked to the courteous people of Taiwan.

At the Songshan Cultural & Creative Park ...

... the refreshing sound of a fountain greets the early morning sun ... rest under the shade of a tree beside a lotus pond ... marvel at historical relics amid an ecological oasis ... closely observe the creations of traditional and industrial arts... discover other worlds through books ... quench your thirst for knowledge... music, film, and performances bring gladness to our souls ... we taste the sweetness of a wonderful life.
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                            At the Songshan Cultural & Creative Park, it is close to the eslite Spectrum Songyan store, the Red Dot Design Museum, the old Songyan Warehouse, and the Sun Yat Sen Memorial Hall. The Taipei 101, World Trade Center, eslite Hsinyi and Dunnan stores are also close by.

Built in 1937, the Songshan Tobacco Factory was the most important manufacturer of cigarettes in Taiwan. Its buildings have witnessed the decades of change in Taiwan and in the lives of its workers. Its architectural style has been retained and now expresses a more contemporary simplicity and elegance. The Baroque central garden and the factory’s decorative landscaping have been the setting for many films.

In 2011, the whole place was converted into the Songshan Cultural & Creative Park, a venue that encourages cultural creative enterprises and a platform to develop and exhibit creative talent.
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                          	Shelves and shelves of books
	Red-brick Art
	Terrazzo Tiles Traditions
	It’s a Wonderful Life.



                          
                          
                             
                          A mood for study and learning is eslite hotel’s greatest attraction. Countless books drive a stable intellectual disposition nourished by artistic performances, innovation, art, architecture and design, literature, and international cuisine. This hall can accommodate 50 visitors. It has Italian-style furniture and a long wooden reading table with adequate lighting. It is a restful place that delights the senses. Occasional musical performances make a peaceful time over coffee even more enjoyable. eslite hotel is like a book. Just sitting in one of its halls takes you to the four corners of the earth as you travel through a vast universe of words.
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                          A red brick wall seems to take on a human face as it transmits the warmth and cordiality of the people of Taiwan. eslite hotel invited Mr. Zhan Jingcheng and seven brick-laying experts to create the brick wall. Mr. Zhan is an international gold medal winner in the field of brick-laying. The wall in the In Between restaurant has 7,700 red bricks of the same size. Mr. Zhan and his team created 22 brick walls according to four design patterns: triangular stereoscopic, convex, perspective, and triangular cross-section. Their multi-level, solid creations blend traditional and modern styles to express the spirit of eslite – creative and daring yet friendly and hospitable – just like the people of Taiwan. 
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                          Taiwan’s traditional building and industrial arts include not only the techniques of brick-laying, but also the careful setting of terrazzo tiles. Old houses are not the only ones that have terrazzo tile floors. Such tiles do not have just one monotonous design. Innovative terrazzo designs can be seen at eslite hotel’s main lobby, restaurants, and even in guest rooms’ bathrooms. The Reception area has a new-style gold-colored terrazzo mosaic floor. Look down and discover the hotel emblem. In the bathrooms, red brick pieces combined with terrazzo express simplicity and highlight the enduring qualities of these building materials. Terrazzo represents artistic simplicity and recalls a time when it evoked images of cleanliness.
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                          eslite hotel is like an art gallery that showcases the talents of Taiwan artists whose artworks delight the eyes and express the heartbeat of a city. Photographs depict life in the thirties and tell the story of a people and their town, and a century of change.

A flower wall (photo no. 5) is a creation by internationally acclaimed space artist Michael Ming Hong Lin. “Outing” by Su Wong-shen is an excursion to a fantasy hometown. His distinctive bird’s eye view technique gives birth to creative visual images of panoramic scenes and narratives. You feel like a bird contemplating the colorful world on the ground. Benrei Huang’s “Green Thumb” has the rabbit “Nini” contemplating the world around her. Nini is the vehicle the artist uses to express his inner world. Wen-Shyang Guo’s “Metamorphoses Lecture Proposal” depicts the almost perfect relationship between words and the paper on which they are written. Chiu Yi-lan’s “In Search of a Perfect Scenery (I)” uses portraits to express beauty.
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               Stylish and Volatile

              

              

                            Soak in the city’s glitz, check in to eslite hotel.

Enjoy countless possibilities for recreation: the eslite Spectrum Songyan store, Songyan Cultural & Creative Park, Red Dot Design Museum, Xinyi District, creativity, reading, music, and film.
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	A Harmony of Arts
	Awaken to Nature
	A Creative Assembly
	Recover by Resting
	Cultural Landscape
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                        As you embark on a historical trip and awaken to a new city, your perspective grows as you look upon urban diversity. You shed off workday monotony and switch into a relaxing mode that re-charges your energies. Take a stroll through the city and relish its architecture, visit a museum, see an exhibition. Such an afternoon walk enables you to unwind. It is a casual way to explore your surroundings. Time seems to stand still during an afternoon stroll. Your morning walk finds fulfillment. Have a cup of coffee or tea, read a book. Let your heart go on a journey. The calmness will power your future endeavors.                    
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                        eslite Spectrum Songyan store brings together creative concepts in cinema and theater, architectural design, industrial arts, corporate and supply chain management in a multi-functional structure. It is more than just a bookstore. It is really about life and all the creative possibilities in life. The store is a platform to promote domestic products and a workshop for creative professionals. Here, you learn about the art of glass and ceramics making. The exhibitions, design, art, plays, and music at the Songshan Cultural and Creative Park attract creative talent from around Taiwan. The exhibitions that you attend can form part of the lasting memories you have of the park.                    
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Enjoy Nature. Early morning brings with it a diversity of sights and sounds. Every step you take becomes a page in your travel diary. Walk along the ecological pond and immerse yourself in the tranquility of early morning. The pond was once a water reservoir for fire fighters. Today, it is an ecological paradise for insects and birds. It retains the humanity of the old Liugongzhen canal, and is a breathing space away from urban congestion. After the Second World War, the Songshan Tobacco Factory underwent an intensive re-planting program to transform it into a biological habitat where tropical, sub-tropical, and temperate climate plants could grow. Night herons, common moorhens, kingfishers, little egrets, carps, and catfish now live in this habitat.
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At eslite hotel, you will experience a harmony among the performing arts, music, and creativity. eslite Songyan Spectrum store, movie theaters, and a performance hall are all close by and give rise to this harmony. Pritzker Prize winner Ito Tomio led a team and used the principles of Nagata Acoustics and Sasaki Atsushi architecture to design a performance hall. This has become an ideal venue for classical music performances, international musicals and plays, talks, lectures, discussions, and even press conferences. The eslite Spectrum Songyan store has a section for classical and modern music CDs. Listening to some of the available CDs is almost as good as attending a concert.
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                        This is a venue for city explorers and adventurous travelers. eslite Spectrum Songyan Store is right next to eslite hotel and could be the starting point of your city tour. The Taipei City Government declared the Songyan Cultural & Creative Park as its 99th historical venue. It is the latest secret garden for Taipei-rens (people of Taipei) and the biggest green space in the city’s Eastern District. The Songshan Tobacco Factory was designed as an “Industrial Village” that retained the early modern style of Japanese architecture. It is simple and straightforward with specially made bricks on the facade and makes use of glass and copper nails. The building’s fine workmanship enables visitors to envision its past. Visitors cannot afford to miss the Baroque garden. They will discover some vestiges from the past that had not been totally washed away by time. It is revitalizing to walk through it in the late afternoon.                    
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               Our Guest Rooms

              

              

                            We have 104 guest rooms. There are photographs of Taiwan in various eras. Our interior design concept pervades every floor. Regardless of size, our guest rooms exude elegance and you can choose from among classic, executive or humanities suites. In all, you experience calm graciousness and exquisite service.
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Simple elegance, high ceilings, colors of nature. Flee the noise and turmoil of the city. Soak in the calm refinement of a 36 sq. meter room. Gaze at the cityscape or contemplate the surrounding mountains. Single or twin bed rooms come with 42-in HDTV, DVD player, Bose sound system, Internet connection, Cassina leather chair, mini-bar, Nespresso coffee machine, and a reading area.
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A spectacular view enters your eyes through large floor-to-ceiling windows. The balcony connects the beat of the city and the glitter of the night life with your 43 sq. meter room of quiet elegance. Single or twin bed rooms come with 42-in HDTV, DVD player, Bose sound system, Internet connection, Cassina leather chair, mini-bar, Nespresso coffee machine, and a reading area to heighten your moments of relaxation.
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The bright natural colors and high ceiling make this 56 sq. meter space a delightful hide-away. Even the bathrooms have creative designs of red bricks and terrazzo tiles. They represent Taiwan’s traditional industrial arts. You can have sweeping views of the city or the mountains. Single or twin bed rooms come with 42-in HDTV, DVD player, Bose sound system, Internet connection, Cassina or Minotti designed executive chair, mini-bar, Nespresso coffee machine, and a reading area to take you to distant worlds.
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This 66 sq. meter to 135 sq. meter space was designed based on eslite’s book collection. Hundreds of books decorate its walls and help instill a mood that exudes humanities, art, music, and lifestyle. You feel that your every whim is fulfilled with a wide selection of food and drink. You can have sweeping views of the city or the mountains. Single or twin bed rooms come with 42-in HDTV, DVD player, Bose sound system, Internet connection, Cassina designed executive chair, mini-bar, Nespresso coffee machine, and a reading area to give you a truly restful experience.
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The 3rd floor gym is open from 6 am to 10 pm. Its floor-to-ceiling windows enable you to enjoy the morning sun as you gaze at a sweeping view of the world outside. You release your tensions by moving your muscles in this facility.
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                            藝術家 ｜ 蔡國強
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                            盡善盡美

                            2015 . 04 . 25

                        

                        
                            建築師 ｜ 伊東豊雄
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                            誠品行旅樣

Congratulation for the opening of the fantastic hotel!

The room is like a library and so rich!
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               Tasteful Banquets

              

              

                            The Chapter restaurant on the 1st floor opens at 6:30 am. You can savor the best cuisine for breakfast, lunch, or dinner. You could also refresh yourself at the Lobby Lounge. The In Between Steakhouse on the 2nd floor serves juicy and lean beef dry-cooked into sumptuous steaks. The finest wines from Europe, the Americas, and Australia make it an excellent choice for dinner with friends.
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                The Lounge

                

                1F

                Lobby Lounge

                Read ten thousand books,
travel a thousand miles,
Embark on a journey of self-discovery.

                
                Enter into a room of 5,000 books. Sit behind a wooden table and let the soft light of the reading lamp lead you to a shelf and calmly pick out a book...... 
                    See More
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                The Chapter Café
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                Café All-day Dining

                Morning comes, noon and midnight,
We find a home for our senses to pause, our hearts to find rest.

                
                A leisurely meal is one way of letting time pass during a journey. At 6:30 am, you can enjoy a semi-buffet or a la carte breakfast. 
                    See More
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                In Between
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                Fusion Cuisine

                Good food is the spice of life.
Fine dining gives harmony to every journey.

                
                Sometimes as you journey, your thoughts revisit nights that you spent alone or with someone, memories of a pleasant dinner. Here, you see......
                    See More
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                The Penthouse

                

                16F

                Function Room

                We always remember friendly chats over tea, successful outcomes of creative thought,
and happy reunions with friends and family.

                
                The people whom you meet on a journey become part of your treasury of memories. In this room for 80 to 120 people...... 
                    See More
                

                
                    	


                

            


            



                        

                      



                
                    
                

                

                
                

                

            

                     

                    

                    

                






				
			





	





    
    
        
            
                
                    No.98, Yanchang Rd., Xinyi Dist., Taipei City 11072, Taiwan

                    +886.2.6626.2888
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